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Suku Matsobuki

Suku Matsobuki is a licensed Medical Officer and serving under the Star Army of Nepleslia. She is played
by Bilgecrank.

“Ah don't know how but ah somehow wound up in Ol' Mutsobuki's lair. They told me that Ah had ta be
evacuated from our ship after an explosion knocked me cold out an that our medbay couldn't handle
any more people. But Ah warn ye it was Mutsobuki's witchery that took me to 'er lair.” He looks around
manically for a moment before pointing to his own cybernetic eye. “Teh ol' hag took mah eye from me.
There weren't ah thing wrong with it either. She did it all as ah example to teh marines ta keep them
fools in line. Ah was only there for arterial bleedin.” Old Salt finally stops pointing to his eye but swings
his index finger to a box bolted to the wall. “An that's why if ye know what's good for ye, ye'll just put ah
tourniquet on from that there box and call the medics down here. Ye see Ol' Mutsobuki don't like ta
leave 'er lair. So teh hag will send one of 'er lackeys instead. One of them bright eyed loves life types
who haven't realized their works likely ta be undone before teh calender changes.” - Old Salt

Suku Matsobuki

Species: Human
Gender: Female

Age: 25
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Suku Matsobuki
Zodiac Sign: Aquarius

Height: 5’6” (167.64 cm)
Weight: 123 lb. (55.79 kg)
Bra Size: 32C

Organization: Star Army of Nepleslia
Rank: Petty Officer

Occupation: Medical Officer
Current Placement: NSS Acadia

Suku's Voice and Theme

Voice: Metal Gear Solid 4 - Meryl

Theme: Ghost in the Shell - lithium flower

Theme(Dangerous): Super Street Fighter IV - Juri's Theme

Relations

Suku can be pretty aggressive, even with just meeting people, so it leads her to lack in friendly
relationships.

Family

Father: Ikashi Matsobuki, (Geshrin, Age 50) Mother: Nancy Matsobuki, Maiden Name: Vickensmall,
(Nepleslian, Age 49) Brother: Wii Matsobuki, (Nepleslian, Age 29) Brother: Masaru Matsobuki,
(Nepleslian, Age 28) Brother: Nabuo Matsobuki, (Nepleslian, Age 28) Brother: Shigeru Matsobuki,
(Nepleslian, Age 25)

Others

Adopted Daughter: Carina Gabrielle Sanroma Love: Rico Sanroma Friend: Adrian Decane Friend:
Chiaki Kokuten

Physical Appearance

Species: Human
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Gender: Female

Age: 25

Height: 5’6” / 167.64 cm.

Mass: 123 lb. / 55.79 kg.

General View

Build: Short shouldered, slender arms that have a slight hint of muscle, 32C chest, thin waist,
slender long legs, 8 size foot.

Skin Color: Light Flesh-Colored skin.

Facial Features: Medium forehead, thin brow, small cute nose.

Eye color: A piercing purple color.

Hair color and Style: Mid-length style that branches out as it goes down, a brilliant emerald
green color.

Mental Characteristics

Personality

The most hot-headed individual you'll ever know, Suku Matsobuki is a proximity bomb of fury. In most
situations she is fairly un-social with people, and tends to ward them off with her small-temper. Only a
few, who seem to pry past her steel exterior can really get to know the young girl inside of Suku.

People who interact, or are in relationship with Suku will find that she expresses most of her feelings
through physical contact and touch. This led to most people considering her rather 'loose' in a
relationship at her young age. Many of those disappointing relationships caused her to keep her distance
from everyone around her.

Preferences

General Likes: Things going her way, free things, the baseline of life, winning an arguement, a
caring man, someone she can talk to.

General Dislikes: Ass chasers, being used, quiet people, idiots, losing, being corrected,
paperwork, vegetarians, unreasonably nice people, intellectuals, people who think without acting,
wimps, nosy people, tree-huggers, and most people she doesn't know in general.

Religion: None
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Favorite Color: Purple

Favorite Band: The Green Male Posse

Favorite Song: The Green Male Posse - What is f—?

Favorite Book: None

Favorite Comic: None

Favorite Movie: What I Think of You (Romantic Comedy)

Lucky Number: 23

Clothing: Suku usually wears types of thick clothing, things like sweaters and turtlenecks. Though,
just about anything purple will mesh with her. She also enjoys the loose fit of slacks, but seems to
dislike skirts.

Food: Anything lean, juicy, and meaty. Suku prefers salty items, but mostly prefers some kind of
meat with her meal. She lacks the sweet-tooth of most people with exception of her favorite treat:
Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Ice Cream.

Sexuality: Heterosexual

Tastes in Men: Since she comes from a low-income family, so her interests are not affected by job
and money very much. She likes generally handsome men, from Lancelots to boyish-boys. Marks of
honor, scars, and a uniform is also impressive to her. A man has to have some kind grasp of social
power to sway her, as well; Someone who is a leader, savvy, charming, or generally has an air of
goodness. Most of all, he has to be able to express his desire or love to be with her in ways that are
non-sexual.

Distastes in Men: Anyone overly cyberneticized or refuses to cover their cybernetics, her man
has to look Nepleslian and not somewhat like this guy. Overly smart men are also unattractive, she
doesn't like to feel stupid compared to her partner. Underconfident or easily depressed people just
bore her. Men who try to be with her for reasons as far as just sex will just make her angry.

Goals: To find a better sort of living and some kind of happiness.

History

The Rage is Born

Suku was born from Nancy Matsobuki in the Nexim City. She grew up in the small city, and watched it
grow into a unlivable hell-hole. Quickly in life, she became tired of Nexim City and just about anything
else about Kennewes. Her family was realizing this as well, and they moved to the planet of Nepleslia. For
awhile there, Suku worked as a waitress at a high-class restaurant. Until one day she completely lost it
with her boss, she came in complaining that no one would tip her. The boss made the first mistake by
saying she wasn't pretty enough, and it got violent from there. She quit after leaving her boss as a
bruised heap on the floor.
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Green All Over

After arguing with her parents and talking with her brother's about what to do, she signed in the
Nepleslian Star Army. With only an interest to stay behind the lines and not get shot at, she signed for a
half-term at the Medical Academy(Which would make her a nurse.) This short training allowed her to join
the Nepleslian Forces quickly. Her first and current assignment is the NSS Alliance, where she serves
under Chiaki Kokuten and Adrian Decane. The three of them seemed to get along well enough, Adrian
was fun and seemed to understand her, and Kokuten seemed like another brother to her, giving her
advice on certain situations. It wasn't until a trip to Starbase Hayes that Suku's eyes were opened up to a
new person.

Rico Sanroma

In the morning of their arrival, an armored Adrian dipped into lunacy and ended up pouring Coffee all
over Suku. Embarrassed, angry, and with a killing notion, she tried to rip Adrian's head off to no avail.
She was unable, and in the process, ended up kicking Kokuten in the nose when he tried to subdue her.
Jack Miller, the captain of the NSS Alliance ordered her off to the correctional institute, and Suku was then
escorted off by Rico. Though, along the way, they began talking, and Suku began learn more about him.
Eventually Rico pulled one of his fast ones and got Suku into a kiss. It had been the first time she had
ever experienced such a moment. Most of her relationships before were solely sex, sex, sex. However,
Suku was led into one of the most wonderful nights of her life, leaving her with feelings for the
undoubtable Nepleslian player(Rico). However, the idea of a relationship between the two is unknown to
them both.

Education = Money

When the Alliance split off and the crew went to future assignments, Suku left off to improve her Medical
career. She decided to become more than a Nurse. So she went on to one of the Medical Academies on
Nepleslia and upped her certification from Nurse, to Medical Officer. When she finally finished her
classes, she was earning more money and was off to her next assignment. Shortly after, she recieved a
notice from Kokuten saying that he was off from assignment. She figured it would be nice to see her
friend again, but it quickly turned south when she found Rico Sanroma with him along with Fian Vel Steyr.
The meeting was not meant to end well, as the furious Matsobuki got into fight with Rico. The squabble
between them lasted until mid-day where Rico found his way around Suku's rage and the two of them
officially parted ways.

Service Record

Soldier Third Class

* Nurse, First cruise was on the Alliance
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Petty Officer

* Promoted and transfered to the Navy after a string at the Medical Academy.

Skills

Master

Superior

Medical

Even though she never truly expected to go down this path, Suku found herself taking courses at the
Medical Academy on Nepleslia after her assignment on the Alliance. She had a strange affinity with the
art of medicine, she absorbed the information and preformed fairly well at her classes. Like her former
superiors, Kokuten and Adrian, she learned how to operate modern medical facilities, perform surgery on
and off the field, diagnose different medical conditions, and prescribe proper pharmaceuticals.

Rogue

Nexim City was never a happy place, and Suku lived through all of it during her younger years. She
learned what colors what you should, and should not wear. How to properly talk your way out of a
situation with a police officer, and when to you use the feminine charm. If it didn't work, she could get
intimidating and threaten someone. If it got violent, Suku would know how use most of the objects lying
around her as a weapon.

Major

Communication

Even though she would never mention it, Suku practiced calligraphy when she was young, finding it a
beautiful art. As a result, she writes with a competent flourish. She has a clear understanding of
Nepleslian Standard language(and would strike you if you questioned it). Her training in the Star Army
made her familiar with radio equipment and write out the proper reports. Experience on the Alliance has
allowed her to properly communicate whilst under pressure and action.

Fighting
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Suku's personality gets her in trouble quite a bit, so she often experiences hand-to-hand fights with other
people. The Star Army taught her the rest, and how to use guns at that. Though, with her nurse status,
she only gained a small portion of the armor training.

Survival

Though not a full Marine, Suku still had to go under the Medical Corps' standard survival training
program, making it so that she would have to learn how to camouflage herself, build shelters, find food,
and generally survive in the wilderness.

Strategy

If there was one thing that overrides Suku's anger, it's her discipline. She's able to know when it's the
time for rage and the time to follow orders. She can also capably follow those orders and carry them out
efficiently. Training also gave her the ability to properly read a map and calculate distance.

Entertainment

You'll never hear it, no matter how hard you try to convince her, but Suku is an excellent singer,
generally an Alto. The only problem is that she's stage-shy.

Minor

Vehicles

Suku is capable of driving standard cars along with a small familiarization with Medical APCs and heavy
equipment on the ground.

Inventory

Clothing

Uniform

2 Button-up short-sleeved overshirt, blue, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate 1 cocktail
dress, red 4 T-Shirts, white 4 underwear, purple 2 Blue jeans 1 Garrison hat, blue, with flash patch 1 pair
of finger-cut gloves, leather, brown 1 pair of high-heel shoes, red 1 pair of shoes, brown 6 pair boot
Socks, white 1 double-strap belt, brown
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Bunkwear

2 T shirt, white, with fleet number on the right chest 2 Pairs of ankle length pajama pants, blue 1 Pair of
slip-on flexi-shoes, brown

Workout/Swim

2 Short-sleeved mocks with fleet number on the right chest, blue 2 Work-out shorts, light blue 1 Bikini,
blue, fleet number on right breast.

Weapons, Weapon Accessories

1 Pistol belt, brown, with Nk-lr holster 1 Automatic Pistol, Nk-lr "Knuckler", with 2 extra HJP double
magazines

Accessories

1 pair of identification tags, metal, with name and hometown 1 Canteen, 1 quart 1 AwesomeCorp
DataJockey 1 NAM NCS Hypolathe 1 Wallet with the Naval Corps Insignia plated on it.

Character Data
Character Name Suku Matsobuki
Character Owner Bilgecrank
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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